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As part of the sabbatical re-entry
process for our minister, the
Committee on Ministry organized a
visioning process held on Friday
evening and Saturday morning
August 25 and 26. Our UUA
consultant, Dan Wiseman, traveled

Noemi presenting at the strategic planning
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from Bloomington. Once again we
offer thanks to Mary Ann Foley for
providing hospitality which saved us
hotel expenses for the consultant.
Approximately 40 participants were
welcomed with a tasty light meal,
provided mostly by the Committee
on Ministry, followed by ample
opportunity for fellowship prior to
the official start
of the program.
The official ‘get
acquainted’
activity was
sharing at your
table, which UU
principle was
most important to
you. We then discussed at our tables
what we would like to see in this
congregation in the next five years.

The room had flip chart sheets posted
around the room with various titles to
organize our ideas. Encouraged to
write out as many ideas as we wanted
on sticky notes and to
affix them to the
large flip chart pages
grouped by common
themes.
After breakfast on
Saturday, we
reviewed all the ideas
and indicated which
ones we were willing
to work on. The consultant
encouraged us to follow up with the
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By Rev. D. Charles Davis

To find our purpose we should ask at
least two questions.
1.What can we control?
2. What is our subjective
response to objective reality?
This is very important to understand
when finding a purpose. If you have
no control why try?
Another thing to consider is what
to do with what
fate has handed
you.
We may have
little control over
what happens to
us but we can
control our
response.
Our
environment is an
objective reality
But subjective reality, our hopes and
dream can make a difference. Gravity
exists but the Wright brothers
imagined a way to overcome it.
To achieve our purpose in life, we
must use our time wisely
Steven Covey, a life coach, who says
who asks us to consider two other

questions.
3. what is important.
4. what is urgent?
Deciding what is important is a
question of values. Do you
value family, work, education
travel, the arts? One way to
determine what you value is to
look at what you spend your time
doing? But that is not always the
best because of urgent demand of
life.
Some things are Urgent and
important like an injured child. It is
easy to determine that your purpose
is to get the child to the ER. But
some things are urgent and

unimportant like eating junk food.
We get swept away but what other
people say is urgent such as “Let
me tell you the latest rumor!" Some
thing are not urgent and not
important such as reruns of sitcoms
that run 24 hours a day. We can
choose to ignore or watch them any
time. But the hardest things to do

are the things that are
important but not urgent.
These get squeezed out of
our schedule. We say "I did not
have time exercise today."
even though we know health is
important. To have a purpose
in life, one must be alive. We
say “I did not write a letter
today” even though we know
relationships are important to
maintain. We say. “I did not
have time to think about what
is important today.” Perhaps
we need to schedule “sit still”
into our calendars.
Take time to figure out
what is important to you.
Judge your ability to change
your situation. Make time
for what you value in life.
There will be many
interruptions. The world is
full of urgent and
unimportant things. If we
focus on doing what is
important, our purpose of
life will unfold.
"The purpose of the church
is to heal the consequences
of lovelessness and injustice
in the hearts and souls of our
members so they might heal
the community and together
heal the world."
Nancy Bowen, UUA

Religious Education (RE) Director, Nicole Rice
“Time For All Sages”
Thanks to a group of
dedicated volunteers,
phase one of the
REvisioning project is
complete. We met
during the first week of
September to redo all
of the RE classrooms. Please check out the before and after photos.
I couldn’t have made it through this project without help from many
volunteers who painted, moved furniture, hauled items, hung bulletin
boards, took out trash, vacuumed, sorted, organized, decorated, donated
supplies, etc. I was incredibly impressed by our youth and their vision for
their classroom. Most of them helped out on Labor Day and even came
back after school daily to help complete the project.
To the following volunteers, I can’t thank you enough and I’m thrilled at
what we were able to accomplish working as a team. The rooms look
phenomenal!
• Kat Braz
• Amanda Estes, Austin and Evie
• Don Gresham
• Stephen David
• Katharine, Mike, David, Annabel, Lili
• Beth Misner
• Bill Welge
• Alex Key
• Va’Linda McBride
• Charlie Davis
• Kathleen Peyton
• Amy Bauer
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Christina Wright
At times I find myself attempting
to impart some bit of advice or
wisdom upon my children that I
have had to learn the hard way. I
just hold my breath and hope they
take from my words. They tend to
move forward with this new
information testing out my theory
along the way.
My classroom teaching
experience began in a Montessori
themed environment. The activities
were simplistic yet, beautifully
engaging. The materials were
introduced and methods instructed
through role modeling. The children
were then invited to give it a try.
They would then manipulate the
items in their own ways until
reaching a full understanding of
how the work was intended to be
completed. Allowing them to follow
their own
paths and
make their
own
mistakes is
not for the
faint of
heart.
"Help me to do it myself." Dr.
Maria Montessori .

The kickoff for the annual pledge
drive was held on September 10
after service. This year the
stewardship committee collaborated
with Program Council’s Interests
and Activities Fair. Fellowship Hall
was invigorated with conversation
and enthusiasm as participants
mingled and learned of the many
ways they can be involved in church
activities. Big thanks to all who
staffed tables and to those who
participated.
Kim Smith, chair of the
stewardship committee, passed out
pledge forms and announced the
new stewardship feature this year,
an option for continuous pledging. If
a member checked the ‘continuous
pledging’ box on the form, they will
be exempt from completing an
annual pledge card. The amount of
the pledge will remain the same
until reported differently.
Numerous committee and interest

group chairs were present
promoting their committees and
groups. Each were given the
opportunity to verbally promote
their cause. The two book groups
shared their friendly rivalry. Linda
Prokopy, chair of the feminist
book group, shared that the
feminist book group, “is the group
that actually reads the book”. This
sparked laughter and a remark
from someone in the other book
group to shout, “Yeah, but we have
more fun”. As an active member in
both groups I endorse each of
them. Neither is right or wrong.
While their perspectives may
differ, the impact on fellowship
remains. That’s what interest
groups are all about!
Two of the new visioning group
opportunities were represented:
Kathy Willowoode’ s “Community
Within” discussion group focusing
on self-care for individuals and for
the UUCTC community. Brent
Jesiek will lead a team doing
outreach at Purdue.
Brent Jesiek will lead a team
doing outreach at Purdue. Brent is
on the left, Alice Pawley and Ellen
Gruenbaum on the right, all
professors at Purdue.
The newest interest group is
Jean Herr’s Canasta group. You do

not have to know how to play, you
can learn as you go. Enthusiasm was
so high that they met at her home the
evening of the Interest Fair. Future
meetings will likely be held one
Friday evening per month.
If you were unable to attend on
September 10, not to worry. You
may join a committee or interest or
visioning group year round. A
complete list of committees, interest
and vision groups along with the
chairs’ contact information is
available online at http://uuctc.org/
staff-and-leadership/committees/
program-council/. Click on the 20172018 Program Council Membership
link towards the bottom of the page.
Scroll to the bottom of the
spreadsheet to see the tabs at the
bottom. You can also call the office
at 765-743-8812 for assistance.
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Kathy Willowoode Preparing to Present
projects that garnered the most
energy and enthusiasm. There were
more ideas than people who could
take charge. Not to worry, we will
hold onto the ideas for future
consideration.
The ideas that had volunteers to lead
them to fruition include:
• The Aesthetics Taskforce, led by
Noemi Ybarra, has as its mission
keeping our space beautiful by
reviewing our spaces, asking
congregants for input, make
recommendations, and improve
the look of our building.
• PurdueUU, led by Brent Jesiek,
seeks to build stronger
connections between the church
and campus, including co-

sponsoring events with other
Purdue-affiliated groups and
working to further
growing membership among
Purdue students, faculty, and
staff. This initiative
can also expand to include Ivy
Tech and/or Harrison College if
volunteers are willing to
lead such a charge.
• Swag, headed Jada
Haughey ,will work on
promoting our brand with Tee
shirts, brochures and book
marks at our fundraisers hat are
open to the public: art fair, plant
and rummage sales.
• Welcoming Visitors, headed by
Josh Prokopy, will develop a

•

•

rides to University Place UU
congregants.
Nurturing Our Humanness, led
by one of our newest members,
Stephen David, will offer
projects directed at the UUCTC
community designed to
improve our individual and
collective selves. These will
include: Conversation Circles,
Group Diversity Programs, and
Celebrating Humanism: Poetry
Slam
Adult Religious Exploration,

“A plan is only as good as those
who see it through.”
—Anonymous

•

sustainable and organized
system for ensuring all visitors
are welcomed. This will involve
coordinating with the greeters
and possibly moving the
Welcome Table into Fellowship
Hall.
Transportation for Seniors, led
by Joan Marshall, will provide
transportation for UU
Westminster residents to forum
and services. Ideally, someone
will also volunteer to coordinate

Sam and Jada Haughey reviewing
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Eric Thiel has agreed to chair
this committee that has been
inactive for several years. Some
ideas generated include using a
variety of modalities, Ted
Talks, OWL, evening forum,
programs UUA curriculum.
All the above visioning project
report to Program Council. Ideas
without an individual lead will be
outline in a future article.

RE Visioning
Deliveries, YEAH!

Before

Using our new space
Before
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After

RE Visioning

After
After

After
After
After

After

After

Soul Shine Essentials

By Josh Prokopy

Left– Linda Bucy and Right Amy Coon
Amy runs Soul Shine Essentials
out of room 212, providing Essential
Oil-based products and educating
people on how to use them to help
create a toxin-free lifestyle. She
operates the business with her
mother, and best friend, Linda, who
recently retired from Purdue after
twenty seven years at the Memorial
Union.
Amy first learned about
Essential Oils from a friend who
knew she was on a wellness
journey. Essential Oils have since
become very important to her. She
is passionate about using them for
detox and health in her own life, and
finds great joy in introducing them
to others.
Amy and Linda use their space
at the church to offer free,
educational classes and special
events. They also have open hours –
posted on the door of room 212 –
for anyone who would like to drop
in and see them. Visitors will learn
about their line of chemical-free
personal and home care products for

everything from nutrition to baby
care, skin care, and non-toxic makeup.
Her hope is to inform and
inspire people to make some fun and
easy improvements to many areas of
their life, including their spiritual,
physical, and emotional well-being.
Amy really enjoys working out
of the church. Everyone here has
been so helpful and supportive, and
she’s grateful to have a space where
her long-time friends, Kathy
Willowoode and Bill Welge, also
spend a lot of time. She loves the
open-minded attitude of everyone
she’s met so far, and is looking
forward to making many more new
friends.
For more information, call Amy
at 765-427-1273 or Linda at 765724-6305. You can also email them
at soulshinejewelry333@gmail.com
(Amy) or bucy@purdue.edu
(Linda), or stop by room 212 for a
list of their hours.

Soul Shine
Essentials
Open House/Grand Opening
Saturday October. 7th, NOON2:00pm, w/ refreshments, door
prizes and just come and see us,
visiting time, etc......
Saturday, Oct. 14th, 1:00 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 21st, 1:00 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 4th, 1:00 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 18th, 1:00 p.m.

www.yldist.com/soulshineessentials/
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An Awakening…
A Preview of Forum and Worship
October 1st at 9:00AM

October 1st at 10:30AM

Speaker: Jean M. Twinge
Topic This will be an on line radio program from
Atlantic magazine
The main speaker and author of the Atlantic
magazine article is Jean M. Twinge, professor of
psychology at San Diego State University. She is the
Author of the book iGen published by Atria Books

Speaker: Rev. D. Charles Davis
Topic: Placebos, Prayers and Positive Thinking
There is healing power in hope. How do we harness
that power without giving people false hope or
selling deception. When is listening to reason too
risky?

October 8th at 10:30AM
Speaker: Rev. D. Charles Davis
Topic: National Coming Out Day
Oct 11 is National Coming out Day how can UU be
a safe place for GLBT people to be themselves and
heal from an oppressive world. What can we do to
reach out in a meaningful welcoming way.

October 8th at 9:00AM
Speaker: Harry Targ
Topic: “Building a Peace and Justice Movement for
the 21st Century”
"Professor; Coordinator, Committee on Peace
Studies, Purdue University, Ph.D. Northwestern
University, M.A. University of Illinois, B.S.
University of Illinois. He blogs at
www.heartlandradical.blogspot.com.

October 15th at 10:30AM
Speaker: Rev. D. Charles Davis
Topic: Indigenous Peoples Day
With The Legacy of Columbus Day and the doctrine
of discovery, how do we heal our nation from it's
original sin. What are the current ramification of our
history of crimes against native Americans. Where
do we go from here?

October 15th at 9:00AM
Speaker: Dr. Norman J. O'Neill
Topic: Fascism and Exaggerated Masculinity
Visiting Scholar in the Department of Political
Science, Purdue University. Anthropology Brown
Bag Series Lecturer, Fascism and the Working Class.

October 22nd at 10:30AM

October 22nd at 9:00AM

Speaker: Rev. D. Charles Davis
Topic: White Supremacy Teach In 2
We continue the conversation that has shook the
nation The Unitarian Universalist Association and
our congregation. What are we prepared to do to
recognize a problem and change the situation?

Speaker: TBD
Topic: TBD

October 29th at 9:00AM
Speaker: Sue Scholer
Topic: Redistricting
We are just organizing a group of women in the
League of Women Voters interested in doing these
presentations and I would be interested to include
one of them. They tell the story of existing problems
with our system.

October 29th at 10:30AM
Speaker: Kat Braz
Topic: Finding Our Way Home
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Strengthening
Our Community
in the social, economic, and
human rights issues that are
facing our country, our state, and
our city.

UUCTC at OutFest 2017
Strengthening Our Community inside and
out. This year’s annual stewardship campaign
theme has really resonated with our
congregation.
Internally our efforts include a visioning
process where we are working on “ where are
we going? And “ How do we get there?”
Externally, our efforts and presence
continue to grow in the Greater Lafayette
Community as we become actively involved

Strengthening our Community
has broader reach than 333
Meridian Street, West Lafayette.
Strengthening Our Community
means that we are learning,
reaching beyond our
comfort zone, and taking
action. Shakti Gawain
said, “ The universe will
reward you for taking risks
on its behalf.”
It doesn’t matter if you
take those risk inside of
UUCTC or outside in
the community… Just

take a risk. By taking that risk,
you become the strength of
our community, you become a
force that strengthens our
community and lastly
you become an example. An
example of how everyone one
of us can strengthen our
community.

UUCTC at OutFest 2017

"The Change 4 Change recipient for July and August was PPINK
(Planned Parenthood of Indiana and Kentucky.) PPINK is an affiliate of
the Planned Parenthood Federation of America (PPFA), the nation's
leading sexual and reproductive health care advocate and provider.
Together we raised $403.70, and it will be put to use furthering
PPINK’s mission of providing people in Indiana and Kentucky with
confidential reproductive health care and comprehensive sexuality
education."
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Don’t miss the November, Lighted
Chalice. A pictorial spread of the
UUCTC at the Feast. Find out what it
takes to run the Roasted Corn Booth.
And how you can help, next year!
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UUCTC October 2017 Calendar
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Feast of the Hunters' Moon Roasted Corn
Booth
9:00 AM Forum (101)
10:30 AM Worship & RE
11:45 AM POTLUCK SUNDAY!

7:30 AM Tai Chi Qi
Gong (FH)
12:00 PM A/A (FH)
6:30 PM Narcotics
Anonymous (214)
7:00 PM Lafayette
Insight Meditation
Community LIMC)
103
7:00 PM Spiritual Exp
Group "AA" (FH)

12:00 PM A/A (FH)
6:00 PM Program
Council (First Tuesdays, 101)
7:00 PM Lafayette
Chamber Signers ( S)

7:30 AM Tai Chi Qi
Gong (FH)
7:00 PM Blue Moon
Rising Choir (FH)

5:00 PM West Lafayette Zen Group (M)
6:00 PM Finance Committee (102)

7:30 AM Tai Chi Qi
Gong (FH)
12:00 PM A/A (FH)
7:00 PM UUCTC
Canasta (FH)

Parking Football for
MN @ Purdue
7:30 AM West Lafayette Zen Group (M)
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9

10

11

12

13

14

9:00 AM Forum (101)
10:30 AM Worship & RE
11:45 AM Talent show practice
1:00 PM UUCTC Freezer Meal Interest
Group-- (FH & K)

7:30 AM Tai Chi Qi
Gong (FH)
12:00 PM A/A (FH)
6:30 PM Narcotics
Anonymous (214)
7:00 PM Lafayette
Insight Meditation
Community ( LIMC)
103
7:00 PM Spiritual Exp
Group "AA" (FH)

12:00 PM A/A (FH)
5:30 PM Pastoral Care
(102)
7:00 PM BOARD
MEETING (2nd Tuesdays, 101)
7:00 PM Lafayette
Chamber Signers ( S)

7:30 AM Tai Chi Qi
Gong (FH)
7:00 PM Blue Moon
Rising Choir (FH)
7:00 PM Greater Lafayette ACLU (214)

5:00 PM West Lafayette Zen Group (M)
5:30 PM Worship and
Music Committee
(101/3)

7:30 AM Tai Chi Qi
Gong (FH)
12:00 PM A/A (FH)
6:00 PM Holmes Birch
Wedding Rehearsal (s)

7:30 AM West Lafayette Zen Group (M)
10:30 AM HolmesBirch Wedding Set-up
(S)
3:30 PM Holmes-Birch
Wedding (S)

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Lighted Chalice Submission Deadline
9:00 AM Forum (101)
10:30 AM Worship & RE
11:45 AM Talent show practice
6:00 PM Youth Game Night
6:30 PM Young Adult & Adult OWL
( 18 and over) 101/103

7:30 AM Tai Chi Qi
12:00 PM A/A (FH)
Gong (FH)
7:00 PM Lafayette
Chamber Signers ( S)
12:00 PM A/A (FH)
6:00 PM Safety Committee (102)
6:30 PM Narcotics
Anonymous (214)
7:00 PM Committee on
Ministry (Off-Campus)
7:00 PM Lafayette
Insight Meditation
Community ( LIMC)
103
7:00 PM Spiritual Exp
Group "AA" (FH)

Lafayette Independent 5:00 PM West LafaDeadline: Wednesday yette Zen Group (M)
before last Tuesday of
month
7:30 AM Tai Chi Qi
Gong (FH)
9:30 AM Old Tippecanoe Quilt Guild (FH)
7:00 PM Blue Moon
Rising Choir (FH)

7:30 AM Tai Chi Qi
Gong (FH)
12:00 PM A/A (FH)

7:30 AM West Lafayette Zen Group (M)
9:00 AM (service
Auction) Crowe, Woman of Wisdom Workshop (101/103)
6:30 PM UU Coffee
House Jazz Music
Event (FH, K)

22

23

25

27

28

9:00 AM Forum (101)
10:30 AM Worship & RE
4:00 PM Women Singing Circles
(101/103)
6:30 PM Young Adult & Adult OWL
( 18 and over) 101/103

7:30 AM Tai Chi Qi
12:00 PM A/A (FH)
Gong (FH)
7:00 PM Lafayette
Chamber Signers ( S)
12:00 PM A/A (FH)
6:30 PM Narcotics
Anonymous (214)
7:00 PM Lafayette
Insight Meditation
Community ( LIMC)
103
7:00 PM Spiritual Exp
Group "AA" (FH)

7:30 AM Tai Chi Qi
Gong (FH)
12:00 PM A/A (FH)
6:00 PM Re Halloween
Party ( F, K., Admin
Wing)
8:00 PM Youth clean
up and lock in
(overnight event)

Parking Football for
NE @ Purdue
7:30 AM West Lafayette Zen Group (M)
6:30 PM Family Movie
Night
7:00 PM Samhain
Service

29

30

9:00 AM Forum (101)
10:30 AM Worship & RE
11:45 AM Talent show practice
6:30 PM Young Adult & Adult OWL
( 18 and over) 101/103

7:30 AM Tai Chi Qi
12:00 PM A/A (FH)
Gong (FH)
7:00 PM Lafayette
Chamber Signers ( S)
12:00 PM A/A (FH)
6:30 PM West Narcotics Anonymous (214)
7:00 PM LIMC 103
7:00 PM " AA" (FH)

24

26

7:30 AM Tai Chi Qi
5:00 PM West LafaGong (FH)
yette Zen Group (M)
9:30 AM Old Tippecanoe Quilt Guild (FH)
7:00 PM Blue Moon
Rising Choir (FH)

31
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The Benefits of
Stopping

The church hosted a fantastic
retreat over Labor Day weekend.
More than 70 people came together
to attend workshops, share meals,

Friends relaxing and enjoying
and hang out in an incredible show of
community spirit.
The weekend started with an
invocation led by Reverend Charlie,
with reflections on what we hoped to
get out of the retreat and some
uplifting songs. We then headed
outside for a bonfire, with more
songs of plenty of s’mores and brats.
Saturday was filled with fun and
interesting workshops. Eric Thiel
and Amy French gave a fascinating
teaser class for Adult OWL with
exercises on abuse, consent, and the
relative dangers of different types of
sex. Bob Rode took kids fishing at
the Purdue Aquaculture Lab.
We had a bike rodeo, the kids

painted welcoming
signs for the
church, Larry
Guntert lead a spirited drumming
circle, Bill Baker gave a presentation
on Ba’hai, we had the chance to
learn about some of the social justice
work going on at the church,
Annabel and Linda Lou Prokopy
showed people how create wonderful
handmade cards, Gunner led a group
in whiffle ball, and a huge crowd
showed up to sample beer and talk
about the role of alcohol in human
culture and society.
Saturday evening, Bill Welge

Ping Pong Tourney
organized a ping pong tournament,
and everyone had a great time
watching the competitors go at,
especially the final match between
Bill and Eric Thiel. Then it was
back to the bonfire.
Charlie got out a projector and
set up a screen on the outside wall
so we could all read the lyrics. With

Eric Thiel and Charlie on guitar, and
Derrick Schertz on ukulele, we lit up
the neighborhood with everything
from Cindy Lauper to some classic
UU hymns. People stayed late into
the night, laughing, joking, or just
watching the fire.
Meanwhile, the kids had a blast
running around the church, playing
ping pong, and sleeping in the
sanctuary. And more than a few
people took advantage of the many
classrooms we had set aside to bunk
down for the night on couches and
air mattresses.
It was an incredible weekend
overall. Everyone pitched in to help,
and we all enjoyed a couple days of
fun and community, getting to know
new people and rekindling
friendships with folks we hadn’t seen
in a while. So mark your calendars
now for August 31 to September 2nd,,
2018, and let’s do it again!

UUCTC Halloween Party

October 27th
UUCTC Fellowship Hall
(haunted house in hallways and RE classrooms)
Schedule of Events:
3:30pm to 6:00pm- Set up and prepare haunted house (Kat, youth,
Charlie, Nicole, Chris ne) *Please contact Chris ne if you can
donate any refreshments.
6:00pm to 8:00pm - Halloween party, youth led haunted house,
costume contest judged by Rev. D. Charles Davis
8:00pm to Saturday AM- youth clean up and lock in (Kat,
Brent/Julie, Jason)

October 28th
Family Movie
Showing
at 6:00pm Curious George Boofest
Night
and Showing at 7:00PM Hocus Pocus
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Smile
Do you ever wonder about the
magic of a smile? How a smile
encourages others or brightens a
mood?
Well, what if you knew that a
Smile could help UUCTC continue
to provide support to organizations
like Planned Parenthood? What if
a smile could help UUCTC, fund
internal repairs, increase
programming or replace worn
equipment? By now you are
probably wondering what kind of
Smile can do these things?
I know a smile can change the
world but how can a smile provide
funding for UUCTC to be a change
agent in the world?
This particular Smile is part of
Amazon. By shopping on Amazon
you can help UUCTC Smile.
AmazonSmile is a website
operated by Amazon with the same

products, prices, and shopping
features as Amazon.com. The
difference is that when you shop on
AmazonSmile, the AmazonSmile
Foundation will donate 0.5% of the
purchase price of eligible products
to the charitable organization of
your choice (Amazon.com, 2017).

4. Select Your AmazonSmile
5. On the right hand side you will
see a button “change your
charity”
6. Enter “Unitarian Universalist
Church of Tippecanoe County”
in the field under Or pick your
own charitable organization.
NOTE you must enter the full
name of the church not
UUCTC.
7. Click the select button that
appears next to Unitarian
Universalist Church of
Tippecanoe County
Enjoy your Amazon Shopping
experience and SMILE!

Getting Started
1. Visit smile.amazon.com
2. Enter your email address and
password
3. Go to Accounts & Lists

Up with
Technology!
One of the challenges that all
organizations face is communication.
Communication is especially difficult
with a multi-generational audience.
The leaders of UUCTC are working
on this issue:
•

A small committee headed by
John Carlson is working on
ICON CMO cleanup

•

Communication Committee and
the IT Committee are establishing
@uuctc.org emails for committee
chairs and board members

And coming soon as a result of
congregant feedback is the ability to
make online donations.

Youth Game Night
UUCTC Java & Jazz
Halloween Party
Family Movie
Football Parking
Samhain Service, (Off
Campus, Julie Hall’s
Farm)
Nov. 4th Talent Show
Nov. 10th Gail and Char lie
Davis CD Release
Coffee House Concert
Ocv. 15th
Oct. 21st
Oct. 27th
Oct. 28th

Sept.-Oct Change 4 Change:
Greater Lafayette
Immigrant Allies
Oct. 8th Pledge Cards are due
Young Adult/Adult
OWL Registration
Deadline

Nov. 11th Fall Clothing Drive
Membership Class
Nov. 16th Puccini Fundraiser
Nov. 17th Youth Game Night
Canasta Game Night
Nov. 26th Youth Cookie Bake
Dec. 1 & 2 Holiday Art Fair
Dec. 9th

LUM Jubilee

Dec. 16th Winter Solstice

Am I Strengthening
our Community?
Pledge Cards are due 10 8 2017

Unitarian Universalist Church
of Tippecanoe County
(UUCTC)
333 Meridian Street
West Lafayette Indiana 47906
Phone 765 743 8812
Fax: 765 743 8845
E-mail: office@uuctc.org
Website: www.uuctc.org
Facebook: UUCTC
Submission Deadline is the
15th of month;

Email submissions to
lightedchalice@uuctc.org

Family Movie Night

Saturday, October 28th
Showing at 6:00pm Curious George Boofest and
Showing at 7:00PM Hocus Pocus

